CT Aerospace History School Group Tour – 60 minutes

Tour Rotation I  5 minutes per stop
Introduction - Types of Aircraft – Do this at your first stop location
   Airplanes, Jets, Gliders, Helicopters, Airships/Blimps, Balloons
Silas Brooks Balloon Basket
   Oldest surviving manned American aircraft
Wright Brothers Photo/Model/Engine
Curtiss Bunce Pusher
   CT’s oldest surviving airplane
VS-44 (allow kids to look inside)
   Only American built, four engine, transatlantic flying boat left in the world
Sikorsky R-4 – Sikorsky Company
   World’s 1st production helicopter, Igor Sikorsky
Corsair XF4U-4
   Connecticut’s state airplane
Kaman Huskie
   Intermeshing rotors, servo flaps, Charles Kaman
F-100A & J-57
   CT Air National Guard connection, Pratt and Whitney
Apollo EMU in Lobby
   Hamilton Standard (now Collins Aerospace)

Tour Rotation II
5 minutes per stop
Introduction - Types of Aircraft – Do this at your first stop location
   Airplanes, Jets, Gliders, Helicopters, Airships/Blimps, Balloons
Apollo EMU in Lobby
   Hamilton Standard (now Collins Aerospace)
F-100A & J-57
   CT Air National Guard connection, Pratt and Whitney
Kaman Huskie
   Intermeshing rotors, servo flaps, Charles Kaman
Corsair XF4U-4
   Connecticut’s state airplane
Sikorsky R-4 – Sikorsky Company
   World’s 1st production helicopter, Igor Sikorsky
VS-44 (allow kids to look inside)
   Only American built, four engine, transatlantic flying boat left in the world
Curtiss Bunce Pusher
   CT’s oldest surviving airplane
Wright Brothers Photo/Model/Engine
Silas Brooks Balloon Basket
   Oldest surviving American manned aircraft